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Technical Data Report

Product # 5340/5350

PACKAGING INFORMATION
5340: 12 – 16 oz. cans per case, 12 oz. net weight
5350: 12 – 20 oz. cans per case, 15 oz. net weight (Private Label Only)

DESCRIPTION
MR. MECHANIC is a USDA authorized greaseless penetrating lubricant. Contains a light mineral oil in a petroleum distillate base with a 
corrosion preventative for long lasting protection. Displaces moisture, lubricates, penetrates and prevents rust giving four-way protection.

APPLICATIONS
Lubricates and prevents corrosion of nuts, bolts, corroded parts, door hinges, locks, machine parts, gears, slides, wire cable, and other 
turning and sliding parts. For use around garages, oil rigs, homes, machine shops, assembly plants, electronics repair shops, service 
stations, locksmiths, industrial shops, factories, and air conditioner repair shops. 
NOTE: Spray is flammable. Do not apply in the presence of possible sources of ignition of residual liquid or vapors (such as active electrical circuits, switches, 
running motors or flames.) 

FEATURES & BENEFITS
•  Aerosol packaging allows convenient use on small parts and for spot applications, Eliminates waste due to drips and spills.
•  Convenience of a four-in-one product - Lubricates, penetrates, displaces moisture, prevents corrosion.

SPECIFICATIONS
 FORM:  Solvent Based Aerosol FLASH POINT:  >110°F
  ODOR:  Petroleum Solvent FLAME EXTENSION:  18”
  COLOR:  Brown SOLUBILITY IN WATER:  0% 
  DETERGENCY:  None SPECIFIC GRAVITY:  0.83
  TOXICITY:  400 ppm OSHA TLV % VOLATILE BY VOLUME:  22%
  WETTING ABILITY:  Saturates pH:  N/A 
  STORAGE STABILITY:  1 Year + PROPELLANT:  Hydrocarbon
  COLD STABILITY:  0°F EVAPORATION RATE:  Slow
 PHOSPHATES:  None BIODEGRADABILITY:  None

LABEL INFORMATION
MR. MECHANIC
PENETRATING LUBRICANT

Will loosen dirt and scale from painted and plated surfaces. Remove loosened scale and spray again to cover surface.

TO LOOSEN BOUND PARTS: Liberal application will loosen threads, tighten fitted parts, sliding and rotating parts, bolts, hinges and pins which have been 
“frozen” by corrosion. The formula will protect against renewed corrosion.

This product forms a powerful, multiple-action protective shield against the harmful effects of moisture and corrosion. It protects electrical gear, metal and 
other surfaces from deterioration by displacing water and moisture. It seals all surfaces with a complete molecular film. It preserves equipment, thus reducing 
repair and maintenance costs. Also lubricates, loosens dirt, scale and other corrosive elements; never becomes dry, brittle or hard.

Protects the properties of insulating substances and does away with wicking. The conductivity of commutators and contacts is protected by the formula. 
Can be used on either dry or wet surfaces. To insure adequate protection, periodic checks should be made to determine the need for reapplication.

DIRECTIONS FOR USE: Spray liberally directly on areas to be treated. Reapply periodically as required.

DANGER: Extremely Flammable Aerosol. Contains gas under pressure; may explode if heated. Causes eye irritation. May be fatal if swallowed and 
enters airways.
Keep away from heat, sparks, open flames, and hot surfaces. –No smoking. Do not spray on an open flame or other ignition source. Pressurized 
container: Do not pierce or burn, even after use. Protect from sunlight. Do not expose to temperatures exceeding 50°C/122°F. Store in a well-ventilated 
place. Wash hands thoroughly after handling. If in eyes: Rinse cautiously with water for several minutes.  Remove contact lenses, if present and easy to 
do. Continue rinsing. If eye irritation persists: Get medical attention. If swallowed: Immediately call a poison center or doctor. Do NOT induce vomiting. 
Store locked up. Dispose of contents and container in accordance with local, state, and national regulations.

WARNING: This product can expose you to chemicals including Cumene, which is known to the State of California to cause cancer. For more 
information go to www.P65Warnings.ca.gov.

CONTAINS (CAS#): Mineral Seal Oil (64741-44-2), Petroleum Distillates, Hydrotreated Light (64742-47-8), Propane/n-Butane (68476-86-8), Heavy Paraffinic 
Petroleum (64741-88-4), Light Paraffinic Petroleum Oil (64741-89-5), Ethyl Acetate (141-78-6).
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